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Example workflow required for a 

researcher to publish a data paper 

 

3 main areas of interest (in orange)  

1. Workflows and cross-linking 

between journal and repository 

2. Repository accreditation 

http://bit.ly/ZhYHZl  

3. Scientific peer-review of data 

http://bit.ly/DataPRforComment 

 

PREPARDE: Peer REview for 
Publication & Accreditation 

of Research Data in the 
Earth sciences 

http://proj.badc.rl.ac.uk/preparde/wiki 

http://bit.ly/ZhYHZl
http://bit.ly/DataPRforComment
http://proj.badc.rl.ac.uk/preparde/wiki


• Partnership formed between Royal 

Meteorological Society and academic 

publishers Wiley Blackwell to develop a 

mechanism for the formal publication of data in 

the Open Access Geoscience Data Journal 

 

• GDJ publishes short data articles cross-linked 

to, and citing, datasets that have been 

deposited in approved data centres and 

awarded DOIs (or other permanent identifier). 

 

• A data article describes a dataset, giving details 

of its collection, processing, software, file 

formats, etc., without the requirement of novel 

analyses or ground breaking conclusions.  

• the when, how and why data was collected 

and what the data-product is. 

 

Geoscience Data Journal, Wiley-Blackwell and the 
Royal Meteorological Society 



Live Data Article 
 
Dataset citation is first thing in 
the paper (after abstract) and is 
also included in reference list 
(to take advantage of citation 
count systems) 
 
DOI: 10.1002/gdj3.2 



Dataset catalogue 
page (and DOI 
landing page) 

Reference to Data Article 

Clickable link to Data Article 



Cross-linking 

BADC 

GDJ 

In PREPARDE we demonstrated 
cross linking between an article 
in GDJ and a dataset in a data 
repository (BADC), using data 

citation via a data DOI 

Unfortunately this direct cross-linking 
isn’t scalable!  

Need for off-the shelf solutions that can 
work across multiple research domains 



Cross-linking – the ideal situation 
Registry could provide other functions as well 
as being an intermediary between journals 
and data repositories like: 

• Certify data centres are “trustworthy” 

• Administer linking mechanism 

• Provide search and metrics functions 

 

Disadvantages: 

• Single point of failure 

• Difficulty of standardisation across different 
research domains 

 

Could OpenAIRE be this registry? Could 
DataCite? Could re3data.org? 

Registry would need to be discipline agnostic! 

 

 

Registry 



Do we have a start? 
DataCite have standardised a set of bibliometric metadata 
that have to be submitted before a DOI for a dataset can 
be minted by a repository. 

 

This metadata is then made openly available via the 
DataCite metadata search: http://search.datacite.org/ui 

 

Given a DOI, a journal can then easily find the DOI 
standard metadata. 

 

DataCite also have a content resolver 
http://data.datacite.org/static/index.html 

 

What’s missing is the return link, where the journal can 
let the repository know that a dataset has been cited 
(directly or via DataCite) 

Standardised 
metadata from 

repositories  

Journal 

DataCite Metadata Store 

http://search.datacite.org/ui
http://search.datacite.org/ui


What PREPARDE has done 
• We already have a link from the GDJ 

data article to the data repository – 
thanks to the DOI. 

 

• GDJ can also pull the standard DOI 
metadata attached to that DOI from the 
DataCite metadata store 

 

• GDJ needs to inform the repository that 
their dataset has been cited/published 
– bearing in mind scaling issues! 

 

• At this time, we have a manual work-
around (i.e. email) 

 

BADC NCAR 

GDJ 

Standardised 
metadata 

DataCite Metadata Store 

Standardised 
metadata 



Other types of cross-linking 

1. Data repository banner ads 
2. Geographical maps 
3. Pulling metadata from the data repository into journal workflows 
4. “Data behind the graph” 

 
For each type of cross-linking we investigated: 
• Type of crosslinking 
• Reason for crosslinking 
• Current procedures 
• How to implement this crosslink in Geoscience Data Journal (GDJ) 
• How to roll out this crosslink to other journals 
• Further work and issues 



Data repository banner ads (1) 

Example banner link in a ScienceDirect article 

(http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921818111001159) 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921818111001159


Data repository banner ads (2) 

• Allows readers of the article to get to the dataset in the repository, or to 
the top level of the repository (where they can browse/search for the data) 
 

• Article is text mined for strings such as flags, accession numbers or names 
of data repositories 
• A taxonomy and controlled vocabulary will help automate this 

 
• Webpage real estate tends to be limited! 

• Flyover image and link might be more appropriate than fixed ad 
 

• Relationship between journal publishers and repositories to ensure that 
ad/logo is up to date and link is correct. 



Geographical maps (1) 

Example mapping of geolocation metadata in the Pangaea data repository landing page. 

(http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.735719) 

http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.735719


Geographical maps (2) 

Example Elsevier article on ScienceDirect displaying geolocation metadata on a map for the 

dataset referred to in the article. 



Geographical maps (3) 

• Takes advantage of geolocation data  present in the dataset’s metadata 
• Allows the plotting of multiple dataset locations on the same map 

 
• Option to ingest geolocation metadata from repository or from the 

DataCite metadata 
 

• Best not to duplicate metadata unnecessarily in different locations – i.e. 
keep metadata about the dataset with the dataset in the repository 
 

• Standardisation is key: ingesting metadata from multiple repositories using 
different methods for each is not scalable. 

 
 



Pulling 
metadata from 

the data 
repository into 

journal 
workflows (1) 

Example figshare widget embedded in 
an F1000Research paper 
(http://f1000research.com/articles/1-
3/v1 ).  
The widget provides access to the data 
in figshare, enables the metadata to be 
previewed within the article, and 
provides repository metadata about 
the dataset (namely number of views, 
shares, downloads etc.) 

http://f1000research.com/articles/1-3/v1
http://f1000research.com/articles/1-3/v1
http://f1000research.com/articles/1-3/v1
http://f1000research.com/articles/1-3/v1


Pulling metadata from the data 
repository into journal workflows (2) 

• Pre-publication metadata  shared between repositories and journals at article 
submission stage 
• reduces duplication of effort by author in entering dataset metadata twice 
• ensures consistency of information between journal and repository 

 
Possibilities: 
• Author inputs minimal dataset information such as DOI and the journal use the DOI to 

locate the metadata and add the necessary information into the journal article.  
• For repositories requiring significant amounts of metadata – may be possible to create 

a tool that automatically generates the first draft of a very structured data article. 
 

• Implementation of embedded widgets requires many-to-many relationships to be 
built up to map the dataset metadata appropriately 
 

• How much dataset metadata should the reviewer see on the journal site? 
 



“Data Behind the graph” (1) 

Active Chart created and displayed 
(http://activecharts.org/share/a7dd3bae149b2aba5b8f0d895e00d364 ), featuring user 
selection tick boxes to display/hide data and replot it.  

http://activecharts.org/share/a7dd3bae149b2aba5b8f0d895e00d364
http://activecharts.org/share/a7dd3bae149b2aba5b8f0d895e00d364


“Data Behind the graph” (2) 

Left: F1000Research 
data plotting tool 
showing the raw 
data and the author 
graph of that data 
(Nicholls et al 2013, 
doi: 
10.12688/f1000rese
arch.2-150.v1) 

Right: Example 
replot  of the data  
using the 
F1000Research data 
plotting tool 
enabling readers to 
replot raw 
spreadsheet data, 
changing the x and y-
axis as appropriate 



“Data Behind the graph” (3) 
• Accessibility to the data behind the graph enables researchers to make direct 

comparisons with previously published, or as yet unpublished, results.  
• Clicking on the plot would redirect the reader to the subset of the data used to create 

that plot 
 

• Issues with citation granularity 
• Is it appropriate to assign a DOI to just the subset of a larger dataset that 

underlies a particular graph? 
 

• Imagine a mixed ecosystem in the future, where repository-managed data, cross-
linked with research articles, exists alongside small, specific, image-related datasets 
that are hosted alongside, and more closely bound to, the articles themselves. 
 

• Relies on authors being willing and able to submit the exact data subsets they used to 
create each figure 
• Will involve additional work, both in producing the subsets and archiving them 



Recommendations and conclusions (1) 

Standardisation of metadata 
• Automatic processes for the linking and sharing of metadata need to be 

developed 
• Require common standards 

 
PREPARDE recommend the DataCite metadata schema as a common metadata 
kernel for sharing and exchanging dataset metadata.  
  

It is also recommended that an 
agreed geolocation standard is 
implemented given the wide range 
of multidisciplinary datasets that 
can be combined in this way. 

https://xkcd.com/927/ 



Recommendations and conclusions (2) 

Use of DOIs and data citation 
• Use DOIs for linking data to publications 
• In the context of a formal data citation 

 
PREPARDE recommends the DataCite citation 
structure given in the DataCite metadata 
schema v3.0 http://schema.datacite.org , 
though where appropriate to the scientific 
domain, other permanent identifiers may be 
used.  
 Citations of data should be included in the references list of the article 
 
Journal’s author guidelines should be updated to request authors to cite the 
datasets used in their article. 

http://schema.datacite.org/


Recommendations and conclusions (3) 

Role of a centralised, 3rd party registry 
• Simplify the process of passing information between data repositories 

and journals.  
 

As yet this registry does not exist, though some existing initiatives (DataCite, 
OpenAIRE) provide some aspects of the service that would be required of 
this registry.  
Although not data-related, CrossRef also provide some aspects of this 
registry service.  
 
PREPARDE recommend that this be investigated through the Publishing Data 
Interest Group of the Research Data Alliance 



Problems still to solve 
• Automatic methods for: 

– (Data) journal informing repository dataset has been cited 

– Repository linking back to paper citing dataset  

• Sharing of dataset metadata between repository and journal  
– So paper author doesn’t have to repeatedly enter metadata in multiple locations 

– So corrections made in one place can be propagated across 

 

THE GENERAL PROBLEM HTTP://XKCD.COM/974/ 

• Centralised registry for cross-
linking 
– Deal with scalability issues in 

direct linking between journals 
and repositories 

• Methods for issuing 
corrections to data after data 
paper has been published 

 


